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A Garden’s Story Told Through Pictures and Words 
 

In 1955, Thomas Church, designer of the famous Donnell Garden in Sonoma, California, 
published his seminal gardening guide Gardens Are for People. Gardens, he wrote, “are 
for people first and plants second.” While seasoned gardeners might disagree with this 
sweeping generalization, there is no denying that gardens are human transformations of 
the landscape, created for pleasure, beauty, and utility. Each has its own story to tell.    

Images obviously help tell that story and bring a garden to life for researchers. For example, 
the photograph (left) of women dressed up for a luncheon party reflects the trend for 
backyard entertaining in the 1960’s, while toys left in the yard (right) reveal that the garden 
is enjoyed by children as well as adults. While ‘a picture is worth a thousand words,’ they can 
only tell us so much by themselves; words are needed to convey the full story.      
  

Detailed photo captions are critical! Another important tool that goes hand in hand with 
images when documenting a garden for the Garden Club of America Collection at the 
Archives of American Gardens are the Questions for Garden Owners (available in the GHD 
Procedures Manual Appendix). Together these pieces of the puzzle are integral to future 
research on the social and aesthetic history of American gardens.  

Having the owner of the garden answer such questions as “Where do you spend most of 
your time in the garden?” and “How has your garden been used by family members, friends 
or guests?” provides essential information about the garden, its history, and evolution. A 
strong description of the design, layout, and plantings is indispensible, but background 
information supplied by the owner detailing everything from their design inspirations to the 
challenges they’ve had to address also provides rich context for the garden’s story.    

While the photos should focus primarily on the garden, don’t forget to include images of 
outdoor living, dining and recreation areas, children’s play sets, service yards, potting sheds, 
and greenhouses in your garden documentation.  They are all part of the garden’s story! 
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Luncheon in the Gwin Garden, Molly Adams photographer. c. 1960s. Greenacres play yard, with toys in the foreground. Beverly Hills, 
California. Eleanor Weller, photographer. 1990. 


